
THE AIR WE FLY IN 
By E. H. HEINEMANN 

T HE earth's atmosphere is. at present and prohal~ly 
will be for  many years to come. the most important 
element in the science of flight. Yet this atmosphere. 

which supports all present day aircraft and is ahso- 
lutely necessary to the sustenance of human life. is only 
meagerly understood hy most people. 

Until only a few vears ago. the atmosphere's cornpo- 
sition and characteristics were unimportant to all but a 
few scientists. Today. the rapid strides of air  transpor- 
tation have caused the earth's atmosphere to affect the 
lives of millions of people either directly or  indirectly. 
The tide of the war was largely influenced by the a i r  
battles fought in the earth's atmosphere. 

In peace, a knowledge of the earthas atmosphere and 
its characteristics is essential to air transportation as  
well as to accurate weather prediction. radio communi- 
cations. and the understanding of the many phenomena 
that occur in everyday life on the earth. 

To aid in the understanding of the earth's atmosphere, 
the earth may be visualized as  a ball which is surrounded 
by three gaseous blankets. The weight of these three 
blankets is not negligible. In fact a one-foot square 
column of a i r  which extends from sea level to the top 
of the earth's atmosphere weighs approximately one ton. 
These blankets of a i r  a r e  pulled to the earth's surfate  by 
the forces of the earth's gravity in the same mariner the 
water is held to the ocean"? bottom. Since a i r  is easily 
compressed, it  is natural that the weight of the outer 
blankets compresses the a i r  so that it has the greatest 
pressure and weight at sea level. At greater distances 
from the earth's surface there is less and less weight of 
the a i r  blankets acting and the pressure and weight of 
a i r  becomes smaller. 

Under normal conditions the heat absorbed by the 
earth and its lower atmosphere from the sun's radiation 
causes the temperature at sea level to he greater than 
the temperature at higher altitudes. Under normal con- 
ditions. the temperature decreases steadily with increas- 
ing height until an altitude is reached. beyond which 
the temperature remains essentially constant. This alti- 
tude determines the upper limit of the First blanket, 
which is called the troposphere. and the lower limit of 
the  second blanket. which is called the stratosphere. 

HEIGHT VAR-I ES 

The height of the troposphere varies. due to the earth's 
rotation. from about five miles a t  the poles to about ten 
miles at the equator. Within this first blanket is con- 
centrated about eight-tenths of the weight of the earth's 
atmosphere. The  air  in the troposphere is composed 
almost entirely of a mixture of oxygen and nitrogen with 
only small quantities of other gases such a s  argon. car- 
hon dioxide. helium. hydrogen. arid water vapor. 

Man's direct measurements of temperature and pres- 
sure extend upwards through the troposphere and to less 
than halfway through the stratosphere. The- upper limit 
of the stratosphere blanket i~ about 50 mile? high. 

Even less is known about the third blanket. the 
ionosphere. except that it is within this layer that many 
electrical phenomena exist. The  invisible Kennel l - 
Heaviside. o r  "E"' layer. which reflects al l  but ultra- 
short radio waves back to the earth's surface. aurf the 

visible eler-trical displays such as the 411rora Borealis. 
are known to exist but are not yet clearly understood. 
In short. man. who lives at the bottom of the oceanic 
sea of air. knows very little about what takes place near 
its surface. 

As aviators have venturer! farther and farther from 
the earth's surface they have required a greater knowl- 
edge about the air  in which they fly. They quickly dis- 
covered that the weather disturbances such as  thunder- 
storms. fog. snow. and rain do not exist in the strato- 
sphere. It was also found that. in order for  humans to 
fly at these extreme altitudes. oxygen must be carrier! 
along and certain pressut'es must be maintained in the 
airplane cabin. Too rapid changes of altitude were 
found to produce "bends" due to the pressure changes. 
just the same as it does with deep sea divers. A few 
of the other interesting factors which restrict flight of 
extreme altitudes are noted along the right-hand border 
of the atmosphere chart accompanying this article. 

TRADE WINDS 

Hie winds aloft a r e  as  important to the pilot as the 
trade winds were to the old clippership skippers. The 
wind pattern of the earth is shown in the upper right- 
hand corner of the atmosphere chart. This wind pattern 
is caused by the fact that there is an unequal distrihu- 
tion on the earth's surface of the heal which is absorbed 
from the sun. Since "warm a i r  rises." the air over the 
warmer areas of the earth rises and is replaced by an 
inrush of air  from the colder regions. This continuous 
circulation of a i r  is altered by the earth's rotation 
towards the east about its polar  axis. The resulting- wind 
pattern consists of the trade winds. which blow from 
the east on the earth's surface, the prevailing westerlies 
which blow from the west. and the polar winds which 
blow from the east. 

INDIRECT MEASUREMENTS 

Since direct measurements have been marle of the 
earth's atmospheric characteristics to an altitude of only 
25 miles scientists have used indirect means to determine 
o r  predict these characteristics above that point. The 
composition of the gaseous mixture in the stratosphere 
and ionosphere has been determined hy analyzing the 
spectrum of the light from the aurora displays. Each 
gas has particular color banks on the spectrum and by 
observing the spectra from the auroras. the pas ran he 
identified. 

By measuring the "reflection" of sound waves from 
the sky it has been inferred that the temperature must 
increase rapidly at altitudes greater than 20 miles. The 
rare appearance of noc t i l~~cent  clouds at altitudes of 
about 5U miles plus the deduction. t)y some scientists. 
that these clouds must he formed of ire particles. indi- 
cates low temperature. There is disagreement on this 
point. moreover. ainonaf the authorities. There seems 
little doubt. however. that extreme!) high temperatures. 
many times as  great as  the temperatures at sea level. 
exist at very great altitudes. Since the air is so rare at 
these altitudes. however. temperature does not have the 
same meaning- as it does on the earth's surface. 
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The data which are presented on the atmospheric chart 
represent the best i n f~ rma t ion  available a t  the present 
time and have been gathered from many authorities on 
the subject. As more and more information is obtained 
these data may have to be modified and extended. 

One potential source of direct measurement of atmos- 
pheric characteristics at extremely high altitudes is the 
sounding rocket. Notice that the German V-2 rocket is 
reported to have achieved altitudes of more than six 
times as high as any other man-made device yet flown. 
Balloons a re  definitely restricted as to their maximum 
altitude. since they rely on the weight of the surrounding 
air  to support them. 

NEW RESEARCH FIELDS 

For our present knowledge of the air we fly in. we 
a re  greatly indebted to the painstaking and sometimes 
unrecognized research of many scientific institutions. As 
man's inquisitive nature forces him to venture outside of 
the air  realm in which we fly a t  present, he must rely 
entirely on the knowledge of these scientists if he hopes 
to return to the earth in safety. It is clearly seen. there- 
fore. that air  transportation's desire to learn more about 
the composition and characteristics of the earth's upper 
atmosphere opens a vast new field of scientific research. 
The development of the rocket has supplied the scientist 
with a new tool with which he can investigate the upper 
atmosphere. It is hoped that now the scientist will be 
able to supply the aeronautical engineers with a reliable 
and complete knowledge of the atmosphere beyond which 
marl-carrying vehicles have flown so that he. in turn. may 
design aircraft to extend the realm of "The Air W e  Fly 
In" to "The Atmosphere W e  Fly Ina' and. one day. "The 
Universe We Fly In." 

Fluoroscope Examination 
(Continued From Page 7) 

T o  investigate the possibilities of higher voltage fluo- 
roscopy, a fluroscope was constructed incorporating fea- 
tures which were found to he  desirable in the use of the 
earlier model. The fluoroscopic viewing unit consists of 
a wooden frame structure mounted on heavy rubber-tired 
casters. The viewing window, a lucite cell filled with 
lead perchlorate solution, is 4:h inches thick and gives 
a viewing area of 16 inches by 14 inches. The fluorescent 
screen is mounted in an aluminum frame which can be 
moved toward or  away from the viewing window by 
means of a motor. The  object under examination is 
hung from a support mounted on a shuttle. This shuttle. 
mounted on small ball-bearing wheels. runs on tracks 
within the cabinet. The shuttle can then be driven into 
or out of the cabinet. bringing the object to be examined 
in front of the viewing window. When one end of the 
shuttle is outside the cabinet the other end is in the view- 
ing position. The cabinet is lined with lead sheet % inch 
thick. providing ample protection for  personnel. During 
observation the operator may move the part being ex- 
amined back and forth across the field of view. Pro-  
vision is also made so that the casting can be rotated 
as it hangs in front of the viewing window. 

The  X-ray tube is mounted on its tube stand and is 
provided with a counter-balance so that it can be moved 
up or  down with ease. The tube port extends through 
a hole in the rabinet. and protection is provided by 
means of suitable lead flanges. The tube can be moved 
up or  down a distance of 4 inches from the center 
position hy means of a motor mounted on the cabinet 
itself. 

Fo r  the higher voltage work a 220 kv constant poten- 

lial unit was secured as  a loan throtigh the courtesy of  
the Westinghou.ce Electric Corporation. This tube had a 
focal spot of approximately 5 rnrn. It is common prar-  
tice to employ X-ray equipment producing half-wave 
rectified voltage. However. one might expect for  fluoro- 
scopic examination that the higher output of constant 
potential type equipment would prove to be superior. in 
view of the higher screen brightness attainable. The 
aluminum artificial specimens referred to before were 
again utilized in the evaluation of this equipment. Com- 
plete tests were made with aluminum varying in thick- 
ness from \'y inch to 2J4 inches. at voltages varying 
from 140 to 220 kv. In all of these tests the tube current 
was maintained at approximately 15 ma. 

The results of these tests indicated that no particular 
advantage was to b e  gained in the detection of defects 
0.050 inch or  less in maximum dimension in aluminum 
in the range of thickness from inch to 2?/^ inches by 
using X-ray tube voltages greater than approximately 
150 kv. Furthermore. it was evident that there is no 
particular advantage in constant potential X-ray equip- 
ment over the commonly used half-wave rectified type. 

In view of the greater X-ray density of steel, i t  was 
believed desirable to  study the performance of this equip- 
ment with samples of steel containing artificial defects. 
A series of samples was made in the same manner as 
described for  aluminum; thicknesses of frum lh inch to 
Yo inch. and voltages of from 140 to 200 kv were em- 
ployed. The results of these tests indicated definitely 
that the results secured by operating at a voltage of 200 
kv were better than those obtained at 140 kv. It  is there- 
fore  apparent that with higher voltages fluoroscopy of 
steel is possible within a certain range of thickness. 

FURTHER STUDY REQUIRED 

While these studies have been exploratory. they have 
shown that fluoroscopy can be employed for the detection 
of certain classes of defects which may appear  to be 
structurally significant. There is no reason why fluoro- 
scopy should not be used as  an inspection tool. provided 
its limitations a r e  recognized. The  influence of defects 
which either can or  cannot be observed fluoroscopicall y, 
or  for  that matter radiographically, must be determined 
in any event. and this leads to a very fundamental re- 
search program which it is hoped may he considered 
sometime in the future. 

RED CROSS FUND 

T HE American Red Cross enters its 1946 campaign for  
funds in February. The  generous contributions made 

during the war must continue even though the budget 
has been reduced 45 per cent. More than any other 
agency. the Red Cross administers to the comfort and 
welfare of : 

a') Our occupational forces. which still number 
1.500.000. 

h ) The 170.000 servicemen still in the hospitals. 
r~ The several hundred thousand disaster victims 

(floods. tornadoes. etc.) in our  own country each 
year. 

d ) Those unfortunates in the war-devastated areas 
overseas. 

While this is but a partial list of major  Red Cross 
activities. everyone should be able to pick out a par-  
ticular reason fo r  the urgency of his gift. 

At C.I.T.. the campaign is being started February 25 
i y  Bob Lehman '31. The  support of your local solicita- 
tion is strongly encouraged. 

R.  A. MHUkan. 
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